
Clicks on organic 
search result and 
visits website.

Leaves website without 
converting, but comes 
back on direct visit 
“socalmedical.net” one 
week later and fills out 
form on web page. 

Lead is qualified, 
converted into 
opportunity, and enters 
nurture program.  Deal 
eventually closes for 
$50,000.

Closed deal is attributed 
to organic search for 
keyword “medical 
devices.”  First touch, 
last touch, and 
influencing touches1 
are viewable as custom 
fields in your CRM.
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KEYTOUCH ATTRIBUTION

Finally know which half of your advertising 
dollars are wasted with KeyTouch Attribution.

!    Google Analytics can only track up to step 3.  KeyTouch tracks from Search to CRM.

70% of marketers are unable to attribute revenue from SEO1.  With Webmarketing123 

KeyTouch attribution, you get unprecedented visibility into the performance and value of 

your digital marketing programs.  By tracking a prospect from initial introduction (first visit to 

your website), to conversion (form submission), all the way through their path to becoming 

a paying customer (closed deal in CRM), KeyTouch gives you the insight required to start 

allocating budget more effectively.    

Measure ROI from:   SEO        PPC/SEM        Social Media

HOW IT WORKS

Visitor searches for 
“medical devices.”
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Clear ROI from Search to CRM 
Standard KeyTouch attribution is immediately able to attribute revenue to 

Search Marketing (SEO and PPC) campaigns.  Out-of-the-box, KeyTouch 

empowers you to know the return on your search marketing investment 

and even assign a dollar value onto individual keywords within your SEO or 

PPC campaigns. For Social Media campaigns, use Keytouch to know which 

networks, posts, and campaigns are creating traffic, leads, and closed 

deals so you can make your social presence more  profitable.  Managing 

your Social Media in-house? We can still help you know ROI, just ask us how.

Actionable Reporting 
Webmarketing123 will provide a standard set of reporting templates to be used for the life of the program. Each report will show 

leads or opportunities with all relevant attribution data.  Clients are also given access to a web-based dashboard, if desired.  

Sample Report

More Granular Than Google

Google Analytics provides Multi-Channel 

Funnels and Attribution Modeling, but all 

Google data is aggregate. This means 

that Google tools can help you identify 

high-level trends about which channel 

is attracting visitors and conversions, 

but these tools cannot tie behaviors to 

individuals or closed deals. 

!
Aggregate data is not enough. You 
need to know what introduced, 
influenced, and converted your 
high-value customers so you can 
perfect your marketing mix.

One-Day Implementation Process

Implement KeyTouch 
tag on all forms 
to track source 
(organic, paid) 
and the keyword 
searched.

1 View the data 
in your CRM.

2 Use the data to 
allocate investment 
accordingly.
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Set-up a basic attribution model today and start making data-driven decisions tomorrow.
Contact us at: attribution@webmarketing123.com | 800.619.1570

Keyword Leads Opportunities Deals Deal Value

agile project management tools 48 4 0 $0

best project management tools 74 56 12 $4,598

collaboration software 34 15 4 $2,147

collaboration tools 61 1 0 $0

free online project management software 12 3 1 $4,320

free project management 55 21 10 $2,345

group collaboration software 85 32 15 $6,345

mobile project management software 15 3 1 $354

online project mangement software 32 11 6 $14,685

project mangament application 64 12 2 $564

GRAND TOTAL 1,137 410 121 $113,746

KEYTOUCH ATTRIBUTION

Although the “best project 

management tools” keyword 

is generating the most leads, 

“online project management 

software” is generating more 

than three times the revenue.  

This is where you should focus 

your efforts for maximum ROI.
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